Abstract-Image understanding is an important research domain in the computer vision due to its wide real-world applications. For an image understanding framework that uses the Bag-of-Words model representation, the visual codebook is an essential part. Random forest (RF) as a tree-structure discriminative codebook has been a popular choice. However, the performance of the RF can be degraded if the local patch labels are poorly assigned. In this paper, we tackle this problem by a novel way to update the RF codebook learning for a more discriminative codebook with the introduction of the soft class labels, estimated from the pLSA model based on a feedback scheme. The feedback scheme is performed on both the image and patch levels respectively, which is in contrast to the stateof-the-art RF codebook learning that focused on either image or patch level only. Experiments on 15-Scene and C-Pascal datasets had shown the effectiveness of the proposed method in image understanding task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies on image understanding have shown to flavour part-based representation such as the Bag-of-words (BoW) model [10] , [12] - [14] , [17] , [19] , [21] . Each image given as a set of local patches is represented by a histogram of codewords. Given the codeword representations, topic discovery model such as the pLSA model [11] has been successfully applied to semantic image clustering and unsupervised learning for object categorization and scene understanding. It has been shown that the visual codebook, which is typically obtained by the k-means clustering of the local patches [10] , [14] , [21] , is a crucial part to achieve good performance.
On the other hand, discriminative codebooks have clearly shown advantage compared to its counterpart (e.g. k-means) when the ground-truth class label of the training image is given. Random Forest (RF) [13] , [17] , an ensemble of decision trees with randomization, appears to be a very fast algorithm compared to the k-means codebook where the clustering and vector quantization process are highly time-demanding. Besides, the RF also shows its discriminative power as an effective codebook for object categorization and segmentation. However, this advantage is heavily relied on the accuracy of the ground-truth class label. For example, let us assume that the ground-truth class label in Figure 1a is belong to the 'Face' class, and hence all the local patches for the image will be associated with the 'Face' class label. However, we can clearly notice that not all the local patches are belong to the 'Face' class label (e.g. the background patches (red region) should not belong to the 'Face' class label). As such, during training the RF codebook, the background patches which are wrongly labeled in this case will greatly degrade the discriminative power of the RF codebook.
In this paper, we present a novel way of learning the RF by introducing the soft class labels, estimated from the pLSA model based on a feedback scheme. Particularly, we adapt the RF node split strategy to account for the soft class labels obtained from the initial weak pLSA classifier. The feedback scheme can be performed on the image and patch levels respectively; and we anticipated that the RF re-learning and the pLSA re-training in the close feedback loop will improve the discriminative power of the codebooks. Experiments on 15-Scene and C-Pascal datasets have shown that the proposed codebook outperforms the state-of-the-art methods such as [13] , [17] .
This rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II discusses the recent developments in related topics including the visual codebook learning and topic model. Section III details the proposed framework. We show the experimental results in Section IV. Finally, discussions and conclusion are drawn in Section V-VI, respectively. 
II. RELATED WORK
Visual codebook learning is an essential pipeline in the BoW representation. In order to find the optimal codewords, unsupervised methods such as the k-means [21] and kdtree [18] had been employed. However, recent research work focused on learning the visual codebook using labeled images (i.e. supervised manner), in order to have a better discrimination on the codebook learning.
According to [4] , RF which offers discriminative characteristics compared to the generative approaches such as the Kmeans is a popular choice. For instance, Moosmann et al. [17] used the image classification results from the RF as a feedback mechanism in the interest point detector to create a saliency map. The object location from the saliency map was then used in re-learning the RF for a better codebook. We denote this approach as the patch-level feedback scheme. Krapac et al. [13] proposed another variant of feedback scheme in the RF re-learning. They performed codebook learning by alternating the quantizers and classifiers to maximize the classification performance. In each split node, the data set is separated into the training and validating set to evaluate the classifier. Finally, the results from the classifier are feedback to the nodes for the optimal node splitting. Similar joint learning approaches between the dictionary and the classifier were also studied in [3] , [16] , [24] and we denote these approaches as the image-level feedback scheme. However, in this paper, a special feedback scheme that utilizes both the image and patch-level is proposed. In particular, we utilize the topic model for the soft assignment on image and patch labels to further improve the RF learning for a more discriminative codebook.
Topic models are widely applied in image classification [20] . The topic models are particularly effective when pairing with the BoW representation, where the models group ambiguous codewords together and generate a topic distribution over a codebook. One of the most popular topic model is the pLSA [11] which serves as a mid-level clustering method and tries to find the relationship of codewords. The codewords are grouped together for some meaningful representations. For instance, a "Face" class image as illustrated in Figure 1a where ideally the pLSA will cluster the image regions into two parts. One part represents the face by grouping eyes, hairs and mouths; while the other represents the background (e.g. book, sky) by codewords. Similar to other clustering methods, the pLSA also requires to find the optimal number of topics to represent a particular image effectively. In this paper, we employ the pLSA to estimate the soft class label for the training data. In turn, these soft class labels are combined together to re-learn (enhance) the RF codebook and follow by re-train the pLSA model in a novel feedback scheme.
In summary, our main contribution is the introduction of a special feedback scheme where the soft class labels from a topic model are used to update the RF learning for a more discriminative codebook. The feedback scheme can be performed on the image and patch levels respectively for the image understanding task. Such a framework is more superior compare to the conventional solutions [13] , [17] as it includes both the image-level information, estimated from the topic model, as well as the patch-level information, estimated from both the topic model and RF codebook respectively. This is in contrary to [17] that only employs the patch-level information, and [13] that only employs the image-level information.
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2 . First, we learn a weak RF using the local patches that are associated with the ground-truth image class label. Treating the RF leafnodes as codewords, we build the BoW representation from the RF codebook. Secondly, we train a weak pLSA model from the RF codebook in order to estimate the soft class labels. Thirdly, a feedback scheme where the soft class labels from the weak topic model are used to update the RF (re-learning), and follow by a new (enhanced) pLSA model is trained from the refined RF codebook. The feedback scheme will iterate until the convergence criteria is satisfied. Finally, classification is performed using the converged pLSA model.
A. Initial RF codebook learning and pLSA model training
We start with a weak classifier construction by a RF codebook and a pLSA model from a set of labeled training images. The RF as an ensemble of the random decision trees by bagging provides a very fast way of codebook learning and quantization. Moreover, when the class labels are available, it has an advantage as a discriminative codebook. The random decision tree is constructed using a random subset of the training data with replacement. The labeled training images I N = {x i , l i } at a specific node N, where x i , l i are the feature vectors of the local patches and the corresponding class labels respectively, are recursively splitted into left I L and right I R subsets, according to a set of thresholds T and a split function f , as
At each split node, a random subset of the features are generated and compare to T . The ones that maximize the expected information gain E are selected. Specifically, at each split node:
where E(I i ) is the Shannon Entropy of the probability class histogram p(l i ) of the training images I. The leafnodes of all the trees in the forest will serves as a codebook. Then, the feature vectors x i are quantized by the learnt RF codebook to form the BoW representation. Initial pLSA model is trained from the BoW whose element {w j , d n } stores the number of occurrences of a codeword w j in the image d n , where j is number of codewords and n is the number of images. The image topics z k are selected accordingly to the image-specific topic distribution p(z k |d n ), where k is number of topics. These parameters are estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood algorithm as:
and we can estimate the image-specific topic distribution
B. Soft class labels
In this paper, we introduce a soft class label in which the local patches are assigned class labels comparatively independently. As to one image, the local patches in the object regions are assigned the labels with respect to the object classes, while the local patches in the background regions are assigned to background labels. The feedback in the image and patch level assigns confidences to different class labels to every single patch, which produce discriminative label to patches in different regions. This is in contrast to the conventional solutions [13] , [17] where all the local patches in the same image are assigned the same image label. The confusions can be caused in the codebook learning when the local patches actually in the background are assigned labels of objects as depicted in Figure 1a .
The soft class labels are estimated from p(z k |d n ) (i.e. from the initial pLSA model), and hence we can calculate the imagecodeword-specific topic distribution p(z k |w j , d n ) as:
In here, it is assumed that p(z k |d n ) has a close relationship to the image-level soft class label p(c m |d n ), and so we can estimate p(c m |d n ) from the available labeled training images where c is the object class, and m is the number of classes.
Then, for z k that satisfy the condition p(z k |d m ) > 1/K, we assign to T m and compute p(c m |d n ):
However, every local patch has different probability values based on the relationship between the codewords w j and patch feature vectors x i . During the quantization process, x i is represented by J codewords, where J = R × S and R is the total number of trees used in codebook learning, while S is the total leafnodes per tree. Conventionally, each w i gives a class probability based on the local patches p(c|x i ). However, we treat each w i as an individual 'class', and so p(c|x i ) can be rewritten as codeword probability of the feature vector, p(w j |x i ):
The image-patch-specific topic distributions p(z k |x i , d n ) are then determined by summing the corresponding p(w j |x i ):
In order to estimate the soft class labels for each local patches 
C. Feedback mechanism
In order to re-learn (enhance) the weak RF codebook, we use the soft class label estimated from the topic model (Section III-B). Since x i labels change from hard assignment p(l i ) to soft assignment p(c m |x i , d n ), we refine the spliting criterion -Shannon Entropy E in Eq. 3 and we compute the new probability class histogram p (l i ) as: 
Other settings of the RF codebook is remain the same. Then, an enhanced pLSA model is trained from the new BoW based on the refined RF codebook.
D. Classification
Finally, we estimate the image-specific topic distribution of the test images p(z k |d test ) as:
In order to estimate the image-level soft class label of test image p(c m |d test ), we use p(z k |d test ) and similar T m from the Section III-B:
A set of class-specific thresholds, h m are identified from the soft class labels of a set of training images p(c m |d train ). For images that p(c m |d test ) > h m , it will be denoted as the correct classification. Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed method.
E. Semi-supervised Learning
In a real world, however, few data are labeled and obtaining exhaustive annotation is impractically expensive. As such, the semi-supervised methods have been studied. In order to show the capability of the proposed method when confronted with with the unlabeled data in the training image set, we show here how the proposed framework can be extended to the semi-supervised learning paradigm. Conventionally, the RF cannot deal with semi-supervised learning since it needs image class labels for each features associated with it when training. Inspired by [15] , we discover a possibility to extend the proposed framework to semi-supervised method. Refer to Figure 3 , all the operations are similar as to Algorithm 1 except we will estimate the soft class labels for both the labeled and unlabeled training images.
Algorithm 1 Proposed Framework
Require: A set of labeled training image patches {x i , l i }. Ensure: All parameters are set: total number of trees R, total number of leafnodes E and total number of topics, K |x i , d n ) . c. Re-train the pLSA model based on the initial RF as in step 2b. until Convergence criteria is satisfied 3. Classification using the final pLSA model.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In the experiment, we employed 15-Scene and C-Pascal datasets to test the effectiveness of the proposed framework, and as a comparison to the state-of-the-art methods. The 15-Scene dataset [14] consists of both indoor and outdoor scene images. Each class consists of 200-400 images with 300 × 250 pixels respectively. The C-Pascal dataset [5] is created based on the bounding box annotations for each object class from the PASCAL VOC challenge 2008 dataset [9] . As such, the classification can be evaluated in a multi-classes setting. This dataset contains 4450 images from 20 object classes with varying object poses and background clutters.
For both datasets, we perform dense SIFT on a patch size = 8 and step size = 4. We choose a small patch size and step size as some of the images in the C-Pascal dataset are low resolution. Beside that, for any image with edge > 300 pixels, it will be resized to 300 pixel but the aspect ratio is retained. For the RF codebook settings, we use 10 random trees with 100 leafnodes, resulting in 1000 codeword histogram. For learning the pLSA, we use 20 topics and 100 training images for the 15-Scene dataset, while 30 training images for the C-Pascal dataset.
Experimental result: For the 15-Scene dataset results that depicted in Table I , it is noticed that our proposed method outperform the state-of-the-art method ScSPM [23] with an improvement of 2.2%. Though the improvement seems narrow, one must note that the employed ScSPM is in the optimum settings as published in their paper. To have a better understanding of the performance of the ScSPM and our proposed solution, we reimplemented the ScSPM into two different configurations: (ScSPM a ) -a 1024 bases with no Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM), and (ScSPM b ) -a 64 bases with 3-level SPM. Both configurations will result in 1000 bases/codewords that is similar to our proposed framework for a fair comparison. Again, the proposed method outperforms the ScSPM a and ScSPM b with improvement of 19.35% and 10.49%, respectively. Compare to the ERC-forest [17] which is a patch-level feedback scheme solution, we also perform well as we have 8.64% improvement. This has shown that the ERC forest is affected by the wrongly labeled local patches.
Although we are slightly weaker (i.e. a very small margin [17] 49.95 73.84 Tree Quantizer [13] 48.14 83.60 Proposed method 77.38 82.48 KSPM [14] 81.40 KC [22] 76.67 ScSPM [23] 80.28 ScSPM, base 1024, no SPM 63.13 ScSPM, base 64, 3 level SPM 71.99
TABLE II: Accuracy (in terms of %) on the C-Pascal dataset and comparison to the state-of-the-art methods Algorithm Accuracy (%) Multiple features + rank [8] 45.50 LP+ITML (best case) [5] (5 training) 36.40 NN with active learning using spDSIFT [7] 32.90 RALF [6] 37 of 1.12%) to the Tree Quantizer [13] when labeled training image = 100, in our experiment, we used a simple dense SIFT feature compared to their work, which sampled features on the original image scale, as well as at four down-sampled versions (i.e. each time, the image is re-scaled by a factor of 1.2). Also, in their work, they used 15 (class) × 10 (trees) × 100 (leafnodes) for their codebook representation in the 15-Scene dataset experiment, which is a lot larger to ours, and thus resulting in much higher computational cost compared to our proposed method.. Table II , our proposed method yet again outperform the conventional solutions [1] , [5] - [8] . Even with a lower amount of labeled training images (i.e. only 5 labeled in 30 training images), the proposed method still capable to achieve comparable performance (i.e. rank 2 overall) with an accuracy of 75.81%.
For the C-Pascal dataset results show in
Convergence (comparison to conventional pLSA). Based on Table III , we treat each stage of the proposed feedback scheme as an independent pLSA classifier, and report the results in iteration basis. Results of the first feedback for both methods tend to be very close to the final converged results. This is expected because the first feedback and the following feedbacks (iteration) have the same amount of features and soft class labels to learn the RF codebook, comparing to weak pLSA model which is build based on a limited number of labeled training images. Therefore the improvement on the initial learning and after the first feedback is more significant. Also, the final convergence result doesn't necessary to be the best classification model, e.g. in Figure 4 , the final convergence models in the C-Pascal dataset that employed 10, 20 and 30 labeled training images respectively, are not the best Table I , for the 15-Scene dataset, our SSL settings (i.e. 10% of the total training image as labeled training image) have comparable result to the stateof-the-art solutions despite limited labeled training images are available. Note that this amount of labeled training images are very limited, and very close to unsupervised learning using the ScSPM. Our proposed method are weaker to both the KSPM and ScSPM for 4.02% and 2.90% respectively, but we have an improvement of 14.25% and 5.39% compare to ScSPM a and ScSPM b respectively. This shows the flexibility and effectiveness of our proposed method working in the SSL environment. In the meantime, the ERC forest and Tree Quantizer methods degrade drastically to around 50% accuracy in this SSL environment, because both methods can only utilized the labeled training images during the RF learning. Therefore, the number of images used during the RF learning is very limited, and results in poor performance. Bear in mind that our classifier is based on the pLSA topic model, which is a generative approach. Therefore, we believe that the classification result can be better if a hybrid approach as in [2] is applied.
The C-Pascal dataset result is explained in Figure 4 , where the experiments are conducted with the amount of labeled training images increase gradually by 5. The experiments clearly show the improvement from the feedback mechanism for various settings. Also, fully labeled settings doesn't necessary provide the best result because there will be more local patches that are wrongly labeled in the initial learning, which weaken the initial RF. With considerable amount of unlabeled training images (i.e. in the experiment, roughly half of from the total training images), the RF have high chances to be enhanced by the unlabeled training images with the feedback mechanism, and able to achieve better results.
V. DISCUSSION
For the proposed method to work effectively, the soft class labels play a major role. In here, we visualize the image-patchspecific class distribution p(c|x, d) to review the effects of soft class labels during the codebook updating process. Visualization of p(c|x, d) for the 15-Scene and C-Pascal datasets are illustrated in Figure 5 -6 respectively. We show that p(c|x, d) represents a rough silhouette to the original image. Besides, the high probability area (white area) normally reflects the edges of the image, that is reflects the characteristic of the images especially objects in the image. p(c|x, d) can be considered as an error reduction in the RF learning. By assigning background patches as low probability area, we reduce the probability that the background patches are employed in the RF node splitting, and hence improve the RF discriminative power.
On another aspect, the computational cost of the proposed method depends on the number of iterations as one iteration consists of RF codebook learning and pLSA learning. However, subsequent iterations get accelerated as we just repeat the learning process by using soft class labels instead of ordinary class labels.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel feedback framework which utilizes the discriminative RF codebook learning and generative classifier learning in image understanding task. To achieve that, we estimate soft class labels from the initial pLSA model and RF codebook to update the RF codebook iteratively until convergence is reached. We show that this framework can be applied in SSL paradigm as well. The future work is to investigate different feature extraction parameters effect (e.g. patch size and step size) on the soft class labels learning. Besides, we are also interested to find a more robust way for the convergence decision.
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